
 

Justice Mukheli joins Romance

Romance is proud to announce that Justice Mukheli has joined us as a commercials director, and we couldn't be more
excited.

Mukheli is a creative polymath. Having established himself as a respected photographer and advertising art director, he has
quickly grown into a film director to watch.

Mukheli approaches projects and subject matter with dignity, sensitivity and heart, creating stories with honest emotion. He
engages his viewers on a personal level - a process that takes into account the richness and beauty of his heritage and
background. Whether it’s live action or stills, his work has a soulful elegance that speaks powerfully through evocative
visuals.

Mukheli’s body of work aligns perfectly with what Romance is passionate about, and his unique spirit is something we value
in all of our directors. He also brings a new perspective and exciting energy that we can’t wait to have in our space.

Mukheli will continue his relationship with Bomb’s feature division for his long-form work, led by the formidable Desi
Markgraaff, while Romance develops his career in local and international commercials. Both companies are committed to
supporting each other in his creative development as a filmmaker and in growing his career as a multifaceted director.

Romance is looking forward to offering Justice the creative support and potential for collaboration with experienced
directors Greg Gray and Terence Neale, while introducing him to a broader international market.

Welcome to the family Justice.

About Romance Films

Romance Films currently represents directors Greg Gray, Terence Neale, Nicole Ackermann, Jabu Newman and Emilie
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Badenhorst. Founded in 2017, our diverse lineup of directors
and producers allow us to be flexible and focused. Backed by a
solid production infrastructure, we’ve been able to create stand
out content that we can be proud of. Above all else, we put
creative work first. We’ve won awards, racked up millions of
views, and worked with amazing people. But we’d like to let the
work speak for itself.

https://www.romancefilms.tv/

Helena Woodfine | Executive Producer
m. +27 83 626 0422

vt.smlifecnamor@aneleh

Rozanne Rocha-Gray | Executive Producer
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